
Durham Rally 2010 
 

by Steven Hodgson 
 
Well my second rally in charge and the second rally where the weather has been the worst case 
scenario – rain, what on earth have I done to deserve more rain?  I reckon someone I won’t name 
(the Chairman), mentioned the gardens, yes plants like water and they surely got that on Sunday. 
 
What can I say about Durham this year – more buses than people or more people than buses? It 
seemed at first more buses than people, which was the case early on, I had the fear of empty buses 
going on the free run and nobody being carried, but to my surprise was not the case. In fact people 
seemed to come from nowhere and went on the free bus to the Regatta, but a later observation was 
that they stayed on the buses and went on the next one because they wanted to. This seemed good 
to me, a ride twice around the route and then off to the event – great. 
 
Durham County Council and Arriva sponsored the event, sadly we waited for the Arriva bus to arrive, 
but something must have happened and no bus was available – we must respect the operator’s 
needs. 
 

 
 

A publicity photo to promote the Durham event.  
The young lady is Jane Leadbeater, from Durham County Council who helps organise the event. 

 
G etting numbers to attend rallies is hard – a truly hard task indeed and as the economic climate 
continues in these difficult times we are going to find it harder to get buses to attend our rallies, in fact 
the other enemy is Driving Hours regulations, which have had an impact on the rallies not just in this 
area but around the UK, sadly we have to live with this, and work around this in the best possible way. 
 
Back to Durham, there was a surprise appearance of the Wrights Bros Bedford RRM 915M, looking 
splendid on the day – in the rain. Bob Kell brought the Hartlepool double deck (cheers Bob), EF 7380, 



which is the first time I have seen her outside, and many more vehicles which greatly support our 
events, like the 500 Group who attend all our events. 
 
There was constant request for the “Burger Van”, and my answer was simply get on the bus to 
Durham and find one in the main Street, with many other choices for food and drinks, and to be 
honest, I think it went well. The Bristol VR selling tea and coffee was the little extra bonus for us 
workers, and of course the always available toilets on site – to me the main ingredient for any rally. 
 
To summarise, the whole event – it was a success and beside the weather, which I can only hope 
improves for Whitley Bay, where there will be no changes to the layout of previous years – here the 
space is minimal and what been done in the past has worked well, while last year’s practice of bus 
rides from the site will also remain. So Whitley Bay retains the same look and the same layout, we 
just need as many buses to do the free bus service again. 
 
Like Durham and like Metro Centre, I am in the hope of some surprises and, looking at the local 
scene I have a feeling I am not going to be disappointed, and I am not going to even think about the 
weather! 


